3i8	THE TYPE-PROBLEM IN POETRY
I am God's child, His son,	To illuminate my God
And He too is my child ;	The sunshine I must be ;
We are the two in one,	My beams must radiate
Both son and father mild.	His calm and boundless sea,
It would be ludicrous to assume that such thoughts as
these, and those of Meister Eckehart, are nothing  but
the vain products of conscious speculation.   Such thoughts
are always significant historical phenomena, the yield of
unconscious tides in the collective psyche.    Thousands of
other nameless ones are behind, standing with  similar
thoughts and feelings below the threshold of consciousness,
ready to open the gates of a new age,    In the boldness
of these ideas speaks the imperturbable and immovable
certainty of the unconscious mind, which will bring about
with the finality of a natural law a spiritual transformation
and renewal.   With the Reformation the current reached
the general surface of conscious life.   The Reformation in
a great measure did away with the Church as the inter-
mediary and dispenser of salvation, and established once
again the personal   relation with  God,     This  was  the
culminating point in the objectification of the idea of God,
and from this point the concept of Gocl again  became
increasingly subjective.    The logical result of this sub-
jectifying process is a splitting-up into sects, and its most
extreme outcome is individualism, representing a new form
of ' remoteness *, whose immediate danger is submersion
in the unconscious dynamis.    The cult  of the  'blonde
beast' springs from this development, besides much else
that distinguishes ours from other ages,   But, whenever
this rechute into instinct takes  place, an ever growing
resistance against the purely shapeless and chaotic character
of sheer dynamis inevitably appears, the unquenchable
need for form and law.   The soul, which dives into the
stream, must also create the symbol, which  embraces,
maintains, and expresses this energy.    It is this process

